
The Internal Revenue Service has made

April 15 an infamous date as the annual tax-filing

deadline. April 15, 2004, will undoubtedly

prove to be exceedingly taxing to 25 Indiana

counties, their more than 157,000 businesses

and nearly 4 million residents.

That is the date when the 25 counties are

expected to be classified as non-attainment

by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) for failure to meet new eight-hour

ozone standards. All were on the preliminary

list issued in December. Despite lobbying

efforts, no change is expected in the final

designations.
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The angst across the state comes in various forms: Why are we on the list in the first place?

Why was there not better coordination with the EPA’s own rules on reduced power plant emissions –

changes that once implemented are expected to bring many Indiana areas back into compliance?

How will we deal with the more stringent permitting requirements and other consequences of

non-attainment?

Each is important. The latter – permit regulations that effectively shut the door to new and

expanding businesses with any type of air emissions – may be the most troublesome, especially

at a time when the state can ill afford to turn away job creation opportunities.

Ozone 101
Ozone actually helps shield against harmful ultraviolet rays from the sun when it is high in

the atmosphere, but it is the main component of smog when it is close to the ground. A product

of chemical reactions between volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and nitrous oxides (NOx) in

the presence of strong sunlight, ozone becomes a health issue in the hot summer months.

Causes of NOx and VOCs are numerous. According to Janet McCabe, assistant commissioner

for the Indiana Department of Environmental Management’s (IDEM) Office of Air Quality, they

can be grouped into the three broad categories – mobile sources (motor vehicles), industry (power

plants are a major contributor) and area sources (gas-powered lawn and garden equipment, auto

body repair shops using cleaners and solvents, etc.)

The 1990 Clean Air Act outlined federal and state responsibilities in regard to air quality. EPA

proposed the soon-to-be-implemented standard in 1997, and it survived a series of court battles.

The current one-hour standard required ozone levels to average less than 125 parts per billion in a

one-hour period. The level drops significantly, down to 85 parts per billion, in the new rules. The

severity is offset somewhat by applying that to the average monitor readings over an eight-hour period.

IDEM, the state regulatory agency for environmental issues, had examined data from the last

three years and recommended 20 counties be placed

on the EPA list. The five additions were a surprise:

• Huntington, apparently because of its proximity

to non-attainment Allen County

• Dearborn, adjacent to Cincinnati and northern

Kentucky

• Greene and Jackson, which have little industry

to produce any type of pollution

• Vanderburgh, which appears to be a victim of

one poorly placed monitor within the region

Local or regional
The EPA-added counties, as well as some

others on the list, are not creating their own ozone

problems. Rather, they are primarily casualties of

high ozone levels from elsewhere. 

“There is agreement that ozone is transported,”

says Dan Weiss, senior environmental scientist for

Cinergy. “The question is how far it is transported.

That’s been debated for the last 10 years.” 

Kyle Hannon, public policy manager for the

Greater Elkhart Chamber of Commerce, contends,

“There’s a good chance our ozone actually comes

from someplace else. We like to point to Chicago

or Gary. Greene and Jackson (counties) don’t

have big industries; there’s no way it could be

their problem. If it’s regional, why pick out a

handful of counties?”

The ozone discussion dates back to the 1970s,

Weiss adds, with the pendulum swinging back

and forth between local and regional regulation.

Ozone Non-Attainment Impact
Business, population totals in counties on preliminary EPA list

NNoo..  %%  ooff %%  ooff  

bbuussiinneesssseess** ssttaattee  ttoottaall PPooppuullaattiioonn**** ssttaattee  ttoottaall

Indiana (25 counties) 157,936 65.0% 3,972,759 64.5%

Illinois (12) 360,192 68.7% 8,927,848 70.9%

Kentucky (8) 51,891 32.2% 1,266,118 31.0%

Michigan (25) 325,867 76.5% 7,829,666 78.0%

Ohio (34) 384,661 80.6% 8,975,574 78.7%

Wisconsin (11) 91,684 36.9% 2,176,612 40.0%

* December 2003 InfoUSA database

** July 2002 U.S. Census Bureau “Estimates,” based on 2000 Census
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If the prevailing thought is that ozone isn’t transported great

distances, local controls are the focus. In the mid-1990s, he says,

the thinking reverted to longer-distance ozone, regional approaches

and a spotlight on the utility industry.

NOx from power plants is one of the precursors leading

to the creation of ozone. Although continuous quality

improvement processes take place at power plant facilities, the

installation of SCRs (selective catalytic reduction units) is the

primary method for reducing NOx emissions. In 2000, EPA

required electric utilities in 22 states to reduce those emissions

by 85%. The effective date is May 31, 2004.

Cinergy is phasing in installation of five SCRs at its Gibson

County generating facilities at a cost of $600 million. Other

utilities have faced similar investments. Weiss calls it, without

a doubt, his company’s largest expenditure ever for environmental

controls.

Although the NOx reductions were motivated by specific

problem areas, McCabe says all will benefit.

“It will reduce ozone everywhere in the state and help (those

areas) meet that standard. It’s expected to be the primary (ozone)

reduction strategy,” she says, with computer modeling showing

all areas of the state except central Indiana and northwest Indiana

meeting the ozone standard once the full impact of the NOx

reductions is in place.

Despite that prognosis, two problems

remain. The full impact may take several

years to ascertain, according to Weiss, citing

the phase-in of the SCRs and the uncontrollable

weather element. Second, it won’t make a

big difference to the counties already on the

EPA list.

Casualty of circumstances
Dona Bergman is director of the Evansville

EPA, a city agency dating back to the 1930s.

Its jurisdiction extends four miles outside of

the city limits and into Vanderburgh County.

In addition to other duties, it has a contract

with IDEM to run the monitoring system in

Vanderburgh, Warrick and Posey counties. 

Its seven-monitor network runs 24

hours, seven days a week from March

through October, she explains. One monitor,

located on the grounds of a major industrial

facility in Warrick County, measured exactly

at the new EPA threshold – the 85 parts per

billion. All others in the network were

below that figure.

“The EPA, despite our efforts and those

of Gov. O’Bannon, Gov. Kernan and IDEM,

put not only Warrick, but Vanderburgh on

the list,” Bergman laments. “The EPA has to

follow the Clean Air Act. It can’t arbitrarily

or unilaterally change the law. There is some

wiggle room, though, and it chose to use

that to the detriment of Vanderburgh County.

“If I thought this would help improve the air quality in

our area, I would be 100% for it,” she continues. “But it’s more

than a two-county thing. Our air might come from Louisville,

St. Louis, western Kentucky or Tennessee and go on somewhere

else. The entire approach of the Clean Air Act and its mandates

is flawed.”

According to research compiled by Vanderburgh County

Ozone Officer Joanne Alexandrovich, there are 17 coal-fired

power plants within 100 kilometers of the county. Between

1999 and 2002, NOx emissions from these plants decreased

from more than 301,000 tons per year to less than 219,000

tons – a 27% reduction.

Evansville EPA will continue to “press its case” during the

negotiating period that continues through early April. McCabe

says IDEM is advocating that EPA make its designations as

directed by law, but consider deferring the stricter permit

requirements until it can be verified that Evansville or other

areas are now below the 85 parts per billion standard.

Asked her opinion on the federal agency’s response, she

admitted, “I think EPA will feel it cannot do that.”

The deadline dates – April 15 for EPA designations and

May 31 for the utility NOx controls – further frustrate Bergman.

The EPA, she reports, has also offered the opinion that the

Governor Seeks ‘Common Sense’ from EPA

I
n a late January letter to EPA Administrator Michael Leavitt, Indiana Gov. Joe

Kernan asked for a delay in imposing additional air quality control measures

on 14 counties.

Kernan wrote that the evidence indicates that power plant controls and other

measures already established by the state will meet the healthy air quality standard

in these 14 counties. “To impose an unnecessary requirement that will harm

economic development efforts and that may be counterproductive just a few months

before these significant reductions will be achieved does not make common sense.”

Indiana officials did not include 11 counties – nine in central Indiana, as

well as Lake and Porter in the northwest – that are also likely to be designated

as non-attainment areas in the request.

It was the second time Kernan has written Washington on behalf of the

Indiana counties, following a similar plea from former Gov. Frank O’Bannon.

Vince Griffin, Indiana Chamber vice president of environmental and energy

policy, praises the administration for its efforts.

“It’s encouraging to see Gov. Kernan and the Indiana Department of

Environmental Management work with the business community on crafting

solutions and preventing additional barriers to economic development,” Griffin

remarks. “The impacts of even stricter permitting requirements on non-attainment

counties could be disastrous for business and industry groups already working

hard to reduce emissions.”

Griffin urges going one step further, offering support for the multipollutant

reduction program that has been proposed at the federal level. Current plans

call for additional air quality improvements through individual efforts to reduce

sulphur oxides, mercury and particulate matter at an estimated cost of $4 billion

in Indiana. Addressing these issues together could lead to a nearly 70% reduction

in emissions, save $1 billion over the unpredictable piecemeal approach and

place all Indiana counties in attainment.

Resource: Vince Griffin, Indiana Chamber, at (317) 264-6881 or 

e-mail: vgriffin@indianachamber.com



NOx reductions will be sufficient to bring many areas into attainment.

But the beginning of the NOx effect comes six weeks too late for many

areas deemed non-attainment.

“If one part of the EPA talked to another part of EPA, this might not

have happened. If they had just coordinated the timelines, we wouldn’t

be having this situation,” she argues. “For wont of five months (designating

non-attainment at the beginning instead of the end of the 2004 ozone

season), we find ourselves put at a horrible economic disadvantage.”

Business blues
Non-attainment automatically puts into place stricter permit requirements

for new or expanding businesses with any air emissions. Weiss says that

means the best possible emission control technology available and only

being able to add emissions by getting another company to lower theirs,

resulting in a net zero change.

“That’s a very difficult exercise,” he asserts. “A company could

still get a new permit but it would be a lot more expensive (and time

consuming) than if it moved three counties away.”

Or even closer.

Countywide land use planning and combating urban sprawl have

been on the radar screen in Elkhart County, Hannon says. The same

topic, as well as the ozone designations, is also gaining the attention of

other policymakers.

“Non-attainment chases business expansion exactly where you don’t

want it, across the county line or state line. I’m sure LaGrange County

(in attainment) and Michigan will be happy to take the businesses that

we have to chase away,” Hannon adds.

Bergman: “Companies looking to relocate generally cross non-attainment

areas off their list. You don’t get the economic development, but you do

get the increased sprawl – the drive-through restaurants, parking lots,

strip malls, subdivisions and people driving more. Some of it is going to

happen anyway, but non-attainment exacerbates the problem.”

Southwestern Indiana will also be impacted by two new Kentucky

power plants, one in nearby Henderson and the second about 60 miles

away. The same rigorous ozone controls will not be required due to their

location outside of a non-attainment county (only eight Kentucky counties

are on the preliminary EPA list), but the emissions will certainly impact

Evansville and the surrounding area.

No easy escape
It has been a seven-year process since the introduction of the eight-hour

ozone standard. Despite the positive prospects for attainment due to the

NOx reductions – and other efforts such as clean engine and cleaner

burning gasoline programs, as well as off road emission limits – it may

take nearly that long for counties to be granted a reprieve from the EPA.

McCabe explains that counties can petition the EPA as soon as the

new standards are met. The agency will average the three most recent

years of data. There must also be proof that the air quality improved

because of a measure that will be retained in the future.

A public hearing process takes place at the state level – McCabe

estimates a six-month time frame – before EPA consideration begins. It is

impossible to even make an educated guess in regard to the federal redesignation process.

Bergman anticipates a minimum of two years, adding that the “last time we went through

reattainment, it took seven years. That’s a huge amount of Evansville and state resources – your

tax dollars – being used.”

Meanwhile, the price tag could also go up for existing businesses. EPA is not counting on the
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Where the Ozone Comes From

Indiana Statewide Emissions, 1999

VOC

NOx

VOC: Volatile organic compounds
NOx: Nitrous oxides
Point: Businesses with air permits
Onroad: Cars, trucks and other highway vehicles
Nonroad: Mobile sources not on the highway such as

construction, agricultural and mining equipment
Area: other sources (small businesses, gas station fueling

emissions, household chemicals, open burning, etc.)
Biogenics: Natural emissions (not a result of human

activities) such as trees, vegetables, etc.

n Point
n Onroad
n Nonroad
n Area
n Biogenics
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NOx reductions to be the magic bullet for all areas. In addition to the more

stringent permitting requirements, it expects other ozone improvement

programs to be put into place.

Weiss indicates that could mean IDEM plans to target additional ozone

sources. For areas near attainment, however, he asks, “How much work should

they do to go after smaller sources?”

In central Indiana, Weiss is part of a Clean Air Act advisory board that

recently reconvened. At a mid-January meeting, 17 options for ozone reduction

were proposed.

McCabe says, “We identify potential measures, look at the pros and cons,

the anticipated results and the costs. Once we decide to pursue a particular

control measure (special rules for auto refinishers or additional open burning

regulations as examples), it requires public input.”

Volunteer efforts
Business and industry already undergo pollution prevention measures on a volunteer basis.

In manufacturing heavy Elkhart County, Hannon indicates a number of companies realize that

cutting down on pollutants means a reduction in waste products and increased efficiency.

“The frustrating thing is that so many manufacturers are adopting pollution prevention

measures. Then they get rewarded by having tougher requirements.”

Volunteer activities also take place statewide on days predicted to be high on the ozone scale.

The Evansville EPA and Vanderburgh County Health Department team together to alert the public,

encouraging reductions in ozone-producing activities and warning of potential health problems. 

Indianapolis does the same through a Knozone program. McCabe says northwest Indiana

businesses are particularly proactive, working to reduce emissions during the hot summer months.

Utilities undergo a constant evaluation/improvement process that optimizes how boilers are

operated. The industry is now faced with

additional mandates, similar to the NOx

program, for reducing sulphur dioxide

emissions.

“We have to start planning for that,”

Weiss concludes. “Hopefully, the economy

of Indiana will continue to grow, and we

will supply the energy needed.”

No one can argue with Weiss’ wish.

Non-attainment and its repercussions,

however, add another obstacle to Indiana’s

economic development challenges.

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resources: Dona Bergman, Evansville

EPA, at (812) 435-6145 or 

e-mail: dbergman@evansvillegov.org

Janet McCabe, IDEM, at (317) 232-8222 or

e-mail: jmccabe@dem.state.in.us

Dan Weiss, Cinergy, at (317) 838-1404 or

e-mail: dweiss@cinergy.com

Kyle Hannon, Greater Elkhart Chamber

of Commerce, at (574) 293-1531 or 

e-mail: khannon@elkhart.org

Focus on the Environment

T
his story begins a five-part BizVoice series

on key environmental issues for Indiana

companies and communities. 

Future articles will focus on:

• Stormwater concerns that are plaguing many areas

• The struggle to restore Indiana’s brownfields

• Updated status of wetlands legislation and policies

• Ethanol development and its impact on the

environment

Resource: Tom Schuman at (317) 264-3792 or

e-mail: bizvoice@indianachamber.com


